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Abstract Despite the current industrial trend

towards automation, many workers are still daily

exposed to heavy loads during their duties. Regarding

the construction industry, the shotcrete projection

results in a particularly arduous whole-body effort for

the so-called ‘‘concrete reinforcement workers’’. In

this paper, the design of a passive robotic human

assistance tool to assist workers in dealing with the

specific task of shotcrete projection will be described.

If the design of an effective aid plays a crucial role in

improving the job’s quality, following the guidelines

given by the French company Eiffage Infrastructures;

besides, the acceptance of the proposed solution shall

have special consideration. Therefore, starting from an

in-site assessment of the scenario, the presented

solution has been profoundly adjusted to address the

issues coming from this particular task. The exoskele-

ton adaptability to different lower-limb activities has

been preserved without lowering its comfort during

daily life in the working area. The developed solu-

tion’s operation range has been specifically optimized

to assist the worker during specific efforts without

hindering the other movements.

Keywords Wearable robotics � Exoskeletons for

workers � Passive lower-limb exoskeletons � Task-

oriented design

1 Introduction

The increasing need for flexibility in the industry

claims more and more workers on the shop floor,

especially in highly-automated environments. Indeed,

some production processes can not be fully automated

due to frequent changes of activity, product type, or

order size. In all of these cases, human intervention is

necessary, and the prevention of manual handling

injuries is intensely required. Despite the on-going

efforts in reducing the physical load and the risk of

injury, many workers are still exposed to physical

workloads due to material handling (over 30% of the

work population in the EU), repetitive movements

(63%), and awkward body postures (46%) [1]. A

statistical analysis dated back to the early 2000s

showed that three-quarters of the involved construc-

tion workers experienced at least one musculoskeletal

disorder per year [2]. The same study also highlighted

pain in the lower back as the most frequent symptom.

In recent years, another survey has confirmed the same

disorders at the top of the causes of absence from work

[3]. Finally, data from the 2018 ‘‘Injuries, Illnesses,

and Fatalities’’ database of the Bureau of Labor

Statistics (BLS) shows that, among more than 200
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thousand episodes in the United States alone, still the

40% of the total injuries saw the back involved.

In response to this ongoing problem, the exploita-

tion of wearable robotic devices, such as exoskeletons,

might be a practical approach to reduce the inherently

involved health risk [4–8]. At the same time, such a

solution will fully profit from human creativity and

flexibility, which still cannot be demanded to any

robot systems (e.g., classical robots, full-automation

systems, etc.). Following the reasonings above, the

presented work deals with the design of an assistive

lower-limb exoskeleton for construction workers

(Fig. 1).

The idea arose to tackle a specific need of Eiffage

Infrastructures, a French civil engineering construc-

tion company: assisting the workers during the

shotcrete projection. This particular task requires the

worker to deal with heavy objects in rough locations,

sometimes, hardly reachable by the worker himself.

Thus, fully automated solutions (e.g., ground robots or

automatic cranes, already in use by the company) are

not an option suitable for the case under examination.

Therefore, a tailor-made solution shall be provided to

prevent accidents at work in the present and occupa-

tional diseases in the future. The shotcrete projection

also forces the body to an unnatural posture that

dangerously strains the lumbar part; this may damage

the back and evolve into occupational diseases.

According to the nature of the job involved,

assisting the workers in weight-lifting is the second

key characteristic of the proposed exoskeleton. As

well known, the incorrect performing of such a task

has high chances to lead to back injuries. Finally, since

the proposed device is specifically designed to assist

the construction workers, it will also have to be

transparent1 to the ‘‘building site life’’ (i.e., all the

secondary activities, as walking or stair climbing/

descending, that a construction worker may perform

during his duties).

Consequently, the exoskeleton’s primary aim is to

assist the workers with loads and prevent them from

assuming incorrect postures during the shotcrete

projection and weight-lifting. In parallel, other three

aspects have been identified as side requirements: (1)

transparency during walking; (2) sufficient freedom to

climb a step; (3) high wearability, since the exoskele-

ton shall be worn for many hours and shall not cause

any issues as rubbing, excessive pressure on the

tissues, or parasitic joint loads.

1.1 Main contribution

The prevention of occupational diseases is taking the

form, in recent years, of a race for workers’ techno-

logical equipment. Companies, when possible, try to

replace the man with a machine in extremely heavy

tasks. Nevertheless, when this is not a viable path, it is

preferable to provide the worker with an exoskeleton

that reduces effort and fatigue. In the construction

industry, the shotcrete projection results to be signif-

icantly spread as a practice and arduous in terms of

whole-body effort, and, besides, it is very likely not to

go out of fashion in the next years. This task may not

always be carried out with the exclusive use of

machinery due to the wide variety of working

conditions (e.g., confined spaces, unstable terrain).

Moreover, most of the other available solutions are not

entirely compliant with this specific job since all of

them stem from a deep specific-task-oriented design

procedure, which is mandatory for the development of

a useful aid tool (see Sect. 2 for further details).

Following the reasonings above, the main contribution

of the research work presented in this paper is the

development of a model-based design strategy leading

to the embodiment of a lower limb passive support

system for assisting concrete reinforcement workers.

Finally, if the possibility of designing a worker aid

adaptable to general tasks could be convenient from

the industrial point of view, a more specific solution

might be much more effective from the worker’s point

of view. The proposed solution has been designed to

tackle the issues coming from the shotcrete projection

task mainly and adapt to be worn throughout the work

shift.

1.2 Paper structure

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes

some of the main solutions commercially available.

Section 3 introduces the issue addressed in this work.

Section 4 reports a detailed description of the adopted

1 Transparency, for an exoskeleton, is meant as the ability to

perform all the assigned tasks without creating discomfort or

perception issues for the user. In this context, transparency can

thus be intended as the characteristic of the device not to

influence the activities of the wearer, who should not feel, as

much as possible, to wear it.
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worker’s dynamic model. Section 5 described the

kinematic and dynamic model exploited to design the

proposed exoskeleton. Section 6 reports the evaluation

of the assistance level to the leg joints. Section 7

discusses the main points of the work and concludes

the paper.

2 Exoskeletons in the industry

Many are the available commercial products and

research works that embody effective solutions to

assist workers during their daily tasks. The birth of a

remarkable number of different exoskeletons can be

due to two principal reasons. On the one hand, this can

be ascribed to a rising need for such solutions in the

industry. On the other hand, these devices are often

designed to perform particular tasks; therefore, defin-

ing a solution compliant with different jobs can be

quite a challenge. Consequently, the number of

exoskeletons varies according to the number of

different tasks. Many companies have hence started

developing their own type of exoskeleton, precisely

thought to help workers executing their ordinary tasks

on their specific shop floor.

Below some of the most advanced and recent

examples of lower-limb or back-support exoskeletons

are reported. These 2 categories of devices have been

selected because they were more suited to the type of

work for which the commissioning company, Eiffage

Infrastructures, required the exoskeleton’s

development.

2.1 HAL-LB03 by cyberdyne

This device is a commercial solution designed to

prevent the onset of back pain in workers dealing with

the lifting of bulky goods. It is a lightweight and active

lumbar module that anchors to the lower back and

thighs to provide torque-assistance to the hip joint.

2.2 Chairless chair 2.0 by nonee

As the name suggests, this particular exoskeleton

offers the user the possibility of sitting on it. It aims to

prevent back pain, providing a seat to be used during

prolonged desk tasks. It is a passive lower-limb device

that anchors to the lower back, thighs, and shoes.

2.3 Archelis by nitto

This lower-limb exoskeleton is designed to assist

surgeons during their shifts in the operating room.

During any interventions, surgeons have to change

position many times to access the various equipment.

Since surgery can take up to several hours, this device

is designed to provide support to reduce leg and back

fatigue. Archelis is passive and has three connection

points for each leg: on the shoe, shank, thigh.

2.4 Model Y and HIMICO by atoun

Model Y takes its name from the shape it draws on the

user’s back, from the neck to the hips. Similar to HAL-

LB03, it is designed to assist with heavy weight lifting

actively, but to the two anchor points of the previous

one, it adds a harness for the shoulders. It is claimed

that it can also boost the gait and stair climbing.

HIMICO is instead still at a prototypical level and

focuses on gait assistance. It is composed of a case that

houses batteries and motors, placed on the lower back,

and some harnesses for moving the legs.

2.5 Discussion

Each of the presented products has been developed for

a particular task. Chairless Chair 2.0 and Archelis are

entirely passive. This means that the level of

Fig. 1 The proposed overall concept for the assistive passive

lower-limb exoskeleton for construction workers
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assistance they offer comes from the system’s

mechanical configuration and does not use any

external energy source. HAL-LB03, Model Y, and

HIMICO use instead a battery’s electrical energy to

assist the wearer through electric motors. Besides,

Chairless Chair 2.0 and Archelis have a structure that

has the advantage of unloading part of its weight on the

ground. HAL-LB03, Model Y, and HIMICO are

smaller but do not provide the same benefit. Finally,

although very similar, the devices within these 2

groups present features that differentiate them, e.g.,

the posture, the assistance level, or the control

strategy.

The exoskeleton, whose design process is now

presented, takes its cue from these solutions. However,

it will also need to be deeply adapted to assist workers

effectively during shotcrete projection and be compli-

ant with the requirements from Eiffage Infrastructures.

Indeed, these commercial products are not thought to

undergo the construction site life and are mainly

designed to assist with vertical forces, namely the

bodies’ gravity. Shotcrete projection instead involves

heavy loads also in the horizontal direction.

This new exoskeleton’s design will be inspired by

Chairless Chair 2.0 and Archelis in terms of structure

and passive assistance. Walking several kilometers a

day through the construction site, workers need a

device that does not fatigue them with excessive

weight. When it comes to reducing the weight of a

device, a passive solution is usually preferable over an

active one for the absence of power supply. Besides,

the lack of electric parts means improved safety,

especially when surrounded by a harsh environment as

the construction site is. However, because of the loads

from the shotcrete projection, this exoskeleton shall

also embed support for the lumbar area similarly to

HAL-LB03, Model Y, and HIMICO. Not to mention

that assisting in lifting heavy loads is also an

interesting option for this device.

Therefore, the solution presented here tries to

summarize the different characteristics of the state-

of-the-art exoskeletons that make it more suitable for

this particular application.

3 Shotcrete projection task

When it comes to designing an assistive wearable

system, knowing what the body faces in terms of

interactions with the external environment is manda-

tory. In this case, such interactions result in the loads

exchanged between the worker and the hose during

shotcrete projection (Fig. 2).

The involved forces can be split into three main

contributions: (1) the total weight of the hose and the

flowing concrete; (2) the elastic force of the hose when

the worker forces it to assume the bent pose required to

perform the task; (3) the fluid-dynamic backlash,

which is caused by the projection of pressured

concrete through the hose nozzle. Both the concrete

flow and the worker’s gestures (those required to

spread the concrete over the wall homogeneously)

have a specific frequency that has to be considered.

Therefore, the resulting loads have been examined

both in terms of frequency and magnitude. As visible

in Fig. 2, workers usually hold the hose between their

knees during the projection, they do this to gain

control of the hose motion and to unload part of the

load on the ground through the legs. For this reason

and wanting to focus primarily on back fatigue, the

only portion of hose considered in this analysis will be

the one that from the point of narrow flexion between

the knees ends with the nozzle.

3.1 Load frequency

A measurement campaign has collected frequency

data during an on-site inspection, expressly carried out

to identify the load frequency that burdens the

worker’s body. These measurements have been gath-

ered through the MTi28A53G35 Inertial Measurement

Unit (IMU) by Xsens (Enschede, Netherlands). The

sensor has been mounted as close as possible to the

Fig. 2 A typical pose for the worker while holding the hose

during a vertical-wall shotcrete projection
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interaction point between the hose and the worker;

namely, the iron handles visible in Fig. 3. Two workers

have been involved in the study. Each worker has been

asked to work as usual, and seven measurement

sessions have been recorded for each worker for a total

of 14 different recorded sessions.

The assessed frequencies have been studied in the

three principal directions, which, referring to the body

anatomy and the reference frame shown in Fig. 2, are the

craniocaudal (y-axis), dorsoventral (x-axis), and left-

right (z-axis) directions. The spectral analysis per-

formed on the collected signals — by exploiting a

standard Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm — has

highlighted a load frequency of about 2.75 Hz along the

craniocaudal and left-right axes; no relevant frequency

along the dorsoventral axis. An average oscillation of

±10� has been recorded both around y-axis and z-axis.

3.2 Load magnitude

As anticipated, the total interaction force the worker and

the hose exchange during the concrete projection consists

of three main components. Fig. 4 will be the reference for

all the calculations presented in this subsection.

3.2.1 Weight component

The first component is the one resulting from the sum

of the hose’s weight and the weight of the concrete

flowing through it, taking into account the whole part

of hose lifted off the ground by the worker2. The mass

of the concrete, mc, has been calculated by geome-

try—knowing its density—while a portion of the

hose—provided by the company—has instead been

weighed on a scale, and then its mass per meter, mh,

has been calculated knowing its length. The contribu-

tion to the whole load could thus be calculated as

follows:

Fw ¼ gðmhlh þ mcÞ; ð1Þ

Mw ¼ Fwðxh � xgÞ: ð2Þ

Where Fw and Mw are, respectively, the resultant force

and momentum of the weight force, lh is the length of

the lifted portion of the hose calculated along its

streamline L(s) between sects. 1 and 3, xh is the

abscissa of the holding point, and xg is the abscissa of

the center of gravity of the hose and the concrete, G.

3.2.2 Elastic component

This component stem from the hose elasticity, which,

when the hose is forced to assume the shape shown in

Fig. 2, tends to make it straighten out again. Consid-

ering the Euler–Bernoulli beam theory, the relation-

ship between the bending torque Mz about z-axis and

the elastic curvature v is given by:

Fig. 3 The measurement setup exploited to measure the

frequency of the interaction force

Fig. 4 The overall scheme of the hose load and geometric

configuration used as reference for the dynamics calculation.

Section 1 is the point where the hose is lifted from the ground,

sect. 2 refers to the barycentric section of the hose, sect. 3 is the

nozzle outlet

2 The on-site experience has led the authors to consider the one

of Fig. 2 as the worst-case scenario in terms of hose length lifted

from the ground
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Mz ¼ kvv; ð3Þ

where kv ¼ E=J is the bending stiffness (E is the

Young’s modulus of the material, available from the

hose datasheet, J is the moment of inertia of the

section), and v is the bending curvature, defined as the

inverse of the bending radius r:

v ¼ 1

r
: ð4Þ

3.2.3 Fluid-dynamic component

Referring to Fig. 4 and aiming at the identification of

the effect of the concrete flow, the force that now will

be investigated is FP. The momentum balance equa-

tion has been applied to each i-th section to solve the

problem:

X

A

Fi ¼
o

ot

Z

V

qvdV þ
Z

A

ðqvÞvdA; ð5Þ

where q is the concrete density, v is the flow speed,A is

the section area and V is the concrete volume. The left

term of Eq. 5 represents the resultant fluid-dynamic

force acting on the hose. The first term on the right is

the variation of the momentum within the volume and

is null in steady state. The second term on the right is

instead the flow variation of the momentum between

inlet and outlet.

The force resulting from the resolution of Eq. 5

(namely the forces on the hose portion between sects.

1 and 3) can thus be defined by 10 parameters:

FPðc; tÞ ¼ f ðp3;A3; v3; cðtÞ; p1;A1; v1; a; qÞ; ð6Þ

where pi, Ai, vi, a and c are, respectively, the pressure,

the section area, the flow speed, and the the angles

between the horizontal and the hose streamline L(s) at

sects. 1 and 3. The flow density3 (q) has been assumed

constant, while the flow outlet angle cðtÞ has been

made varying with a sinusoidal trend in accordance to

the results of Subsect. 3.1.

The geometric quantities, i.e., A2, A3 and b, have

been assumed known by considering a constant hose

section and a fixed configuration of the hose. For the

sake of simplicity, while the loads have been

considered as a function of the time, the hose

configuration has been instead treated as time-invari-

ant. The general flow speed vi has been calculated by

knowing the concrete volume V ejected in the time

interval T, through a hose section of inner diameter Di:

vi ¼
V

Tp
�

Di

2

�2
: ð7Þ

Finally, under the simplifying hypothesis that the

system operates in steady state, all the other param-

eters can be considered time-invariant, and the

Bernoulli’s principle for non-compressible flows has

been used to identify the pressure parameters:

p1 ¼ qRþ p3; ð8Þ

where p3, which is the pressure at the outlet of the hose

(sec.3), has been considered equal to the atmospheric

pressure, and R is the parameter representing all the

pressure losses inside the hose.

3.3 Interaction between the hose and the worker

In the previous subsections, all the interaction forces

between the worker and the hose have been detailed.

Moving on to the final study of this interaction, it is

necessary to start with two assumptions. The first one

implies that the point of contact between workers and

hose remains fixed. This hypothesis appears reason-

able in the light of the fact that, as visible in Fig. 3, the

tube presents some handles. As the second assump-

tion, it has been decided to neglect all the non-vertical

forces and all the torques along the x-axis and y-axis.

Also, this hypothesis seems logical since of the three

types of load (weight, elastic, and fluid-dynamic) only

the last one has small quantities outside those

considered.

The resultant loads reported at the holding point,

namely the force Fh and the momentum Mh, can be

therefore defined by the following vector equations:

Fhðc; tÞ ¼ FPðc; tÞ þ Fw; ð9Þ

Mhðc; tÞ ¼ Mw þMz þMPðc; tÞ; ð10Þ

where MP is the momentum generated when moving

the point of application of FP to the holding point. The

3 Density of the concrete mix: average value of the pressures

considered between the sections.
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loads reported above, however, are stationary, while

the frequency contribution, introduced in Subsect. 3.1,

has still to be considered. The outlet angle c has been

considered as a time-variant parameter varying in a

range between -10� and 10� concerning the horizontal

line with a pulse frequency of 2.75 Hz. Therefore, the

calculated loads were all solved as functions of c by

implementing the corresponding dynamic model in

MATLAB.

4 Worker’s dynamic model

Once the external forces acting on the worker has been

identified, a multibody dynamic model has been

implemented within SimscapeTM environment to

define their effects on the worker’s body. The human

body dynamic model has been built upon the infor-

mation available in literature [9]. The parameters used

to define each body segment weight have been taken

from the literature as well as [10–12]. While doing so,

a male subject, 1755 mm height and 78.4 kg weight,

has been considered for a first tentative. These data

refer to a male 50th percentile and are also compliant

with those reported in S.R. CEN ISO/TR 7520-2:2011,

the currently used standard. Any small or large

differences in weight and height of the different

workers will be investigated later to realize different

sizes of the same device. Besides, the design of

specific adjustment systems will make the exoskeleton

easily adaptable to different body types.

If well characterized, this model would have

allowed not only to evaluate how the shotcrete

projection affects the wearer and assess the trans-

parency and effectiveness of the designed exoskele-

ton. A parametric model, which exploits just the

weight and height of a subject has been finally

developed.

4.1 Model validation

The parametric model obtained from the literature has

been validated via the Motion Capture (MoCap)

technique. Because of the impossibility of validating

the shotcrete projection itself (it has not been possible

to mock that gesture within a MoCap studio on the

working site), the authors exploited the MoCap to

assess the goodness of the dynamic model, in terms of

trajectories and anatomical joints torque, during a

squat movement. Once the model had been validated,

it would have been used to evaluate the worker’s

reaction to the shotcrete. The MoCap analysis has

been performed using a stereophotogrammetric sys-

tem for clinical and sports purposes: the BTS

SMART-Suite Motion Capture (MoCap) System (by

BTS Bioengineering Milan, Italy). A set of 6 infrared

cameras has allowed to obtain the three-dimensional

coordinates of the 26 markers placed on a subject

according to the Extended Davis’ protocol. From the

markers’ trajectories and the anthropometric measure-

ments of the subject, it is possible to obtain the

Instantaneous Centers of Rotation (ICRs) position of

the anatomical joints. The four digital force platforms,

part of the exploited MoCap system, also allow for

calculating the torques on the subject’s joints starting

from the Ground Reaction Force (GRF) measurements

they provide.

The kinematics and dynamics validation of the

model has been performed on a squat movement, using

the MoCap output as a ground reference. The subject

has been covered with markers and recorded while

performing a full squat motion. The actual Range Of

Motion (ROM), as well as the estimated torques for

each joint, have been identified. The joint ROM has

been fed as input to the dynamic model, and the

estimated joint torques have been compared with the

simulated ones. Such a comparison is reported in

Fig. 5.

The results shown in the figure reveal a good

overlap of the knee and ankle torques, while empha-

sizing a substantial difference on the hip. This

discrepancy can be ascribed to two main reasons.

Firstly, for sake of simplicity, the dynamic model has

been simplified by considering the upper part of the

body (trunk, arms, and head) as a single rigid body,

whose configuration is the one reported in Fig. 2.

Secondly, the model does not take into account the

remarkable standard deviation that plagues the ICR

position of the hip joint during the motion. This issue

will be furtherly addressed in Subsect. 5.1, and a

possible solution will be given.

At least in the first instance, the model has been

considered a satisfying representation of reality and

has been assumed valid.
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4.2 Assessment of the loads on the worker’s body

Once validated, the dynamic model has been used to

simulate the working conditions. The total loads on the

human joints have been studied in two different

simulated conditions: (1) a squat motion to lift a 10 kg

object; (2) a shotcrete projection; both representing the

main tasks the workers need to be assisted in.

Firstly, the squat movement has been imposed on

the multibody model as the input kinematics. The

dynamic model of the worker’s body has also been

loaded, with an additional 10 kg to represent the lifting

of a heavy object. Such a value has been chosen based

on the on-site inspections by observing the workers

performing their daily tasks. By using the multibody

model, the trend over time of the joint torques

necessary to reproduce the imposed motion has been

obtained and, later on, compared to the joint torques

required to accomplish the same task while wearing

the exoskeleton.

Secondly, the shotcrete projection has been simu-

lated using the worker’s body posture visible in Fig. 2.

This time, the dynamic model has been loaded with all

the interaction forces calculated in Sect. 3. Figure 6

shows how the pulsing load, due to the concrete flow

and the rhythmic gestures of the workers, is compen-

sated by the worker’s joint torques.

5 Exoskeleton design

The exoskeleton typology addressed in this work is a

fully wearable robotic device designed to assist human

movements and to augment healthy people’s perfor-

mance (e.g., endurance [13, 14] or strength [15]), but

also to ensure the wearer to perform some movements

correctly [16]. In general, despite the different appli-

cation fields, all the exoskeletons’ common objective

is to transfer a controlled amount of power to the user’s

limbs. Controlling the physical human-robot interac-

tion at the joint level (kinematic coupling) poses

several problems in the mechanical design of

exoskeletons, which arise mainly from the kinematic

complexity and variability of the muscle-skeletal

system. The study of the human-robot axes misalign-

ment and the design strategy for the body interface
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respectively, during a simulated shotcrete projection
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covers a vital role in this process, affecting both the

efficiency and the safety of the exoskeleton [17, 18].

When it comes to transferring the desired torque to

a specific wearer’s joint, the relative position of the

anatomical joint ICRs with respect to the robot joint

axis should be fully defined by the geometry and the

configuration of the closed kinematic chain created by

the connection of the mechanical structure with the

user’s limb. A correct alignment between the 2 axes is

quite challenging to obtain in practice because of the

inherent nature of the human musculoskeletal system.

However, if this is not deepened, the ICRs will be

misaligned, and the torque transfer compromised.

Among all the joints present in the human body, the

one which is the most complex to model and reproduce

has arisen to be the hip joint [19, 20] since the position

of this articulation ICR is affected by significant

statistical variance in the population. In [21], some

data can be found showing the high standard deviation

that afflicts hip articulation (more than the other

joints), also studied in other researches [22–25]. For

these reasons, particular attention has been paid to this

joint, whose kinematics has primarily assessed.

The device object of this work has been designed to

be used in direct contact with the user to assist his

movements and lower the burden on specific skeletal

joints (especially the knee and the hip), so it is

assumed that interaction between limbs of the human

body and the exoskeleton inevitably occur (even for a

prolonged time). This interaction needs a human-robot

interface whose design is critical because it determines

the robot’s efficacy, the kinematic compatibility of the

device with the human skeletal system, and the level of

adaptability to different anthropometries. Failing to

deal with such a significant point causes misalignment

between the robot and the user’s joints; misalignment

leads then to the impossibility of adequately control-

ling the torque transmitted to the user’s joints without

causing undesired loading forces on other articulations

and soft tissues. As a result, this may end up producing

an uncomfortable, harmful, or even risky situation for

the subject [26].

5.1 Self-alignment compensating

for misalignment

The MoCap acquisitions have highlighted that even

the femur’s estimated length (which in reality is a fixed

quantity) does not remain constant during the squat:

joint ICRs are thus changing their relative positions. In

[27, 28], the authors formalize such a problem and

propose a complete analytical method based on the

concept of self-alignment.

Self-alignment means the ability of the mechanism

to compensate for the misalignment described in the

previous section. This section will describe the

alignment of two coupled kinematic chains as they

have been 3D modeled. The first chain represents the

human musculoskeletal system. The second chain

models the exoskeleton, which should follow the

human limbs and, eventually, provide torques along

the natural Degrees Of Freedom (DOFs) of the

anatomical joints, without affecting the human body

chain geometry. From now on, such a robotic device

(i.e., an exoskeleton with self-alignment capabilities)

will be referred to as a Self-Alignment Mechanism

(SAM) [18, 28].

As previously mentioned, the joint to which

particular attention has to be paid is the hip, which

can be mechanically approximated through a spherical

joint: a 3-DOF ball-socket joint. This is just an

approximation, to which it shall be added that, as

already discussed, the ICR position is very likely to

change during the motion. Therefore, three additional

passive prismatic DOFs have been added to the hip

joint along the three principal axes (x, y, and z), de

facto, modeling it into a 6-DOF joint (Fig. 7). This

modeling method allows for the representation of any

condition that leads to discrepancy or misalignment.

All the errors due to an approximation of the ICR

position and the non-perfectly rigid connections

between the exoskeleton and the human body are

hence compensated.

5.2 Implementation of the self-aligned system

In line with the considerations made in the previous

section, a mechanism able to follow the motion of the

hip has been devised (Fig. 8). The SAM is linked to the

human chain in the limb’s proximal and distal

segments, and the connections are supposed to be

rigid. This assumption is borrowed from another study

[27]. The idea behind it is that any condition leading to

joint axes misalignments — e.g., the apparent varia-

tion of the lengths of the anatomical links due to ICR

uncertainties, or possible sliding at the interface — can

be represented through these additional passive DOFs.
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The 2 serial kinematic chains begin, respectively,

from points O (the hip ICR) and ~O (the center of the

reference system integral to the proximal link), and

end on points E (the knee ICR) and ~E (the center of the

reference system integral to the distal link). The

human joint reference model is described by a set of

joint variables q (joints ROMs) and a set of given

dimensions S (anthropometric measurements), while

the SAM joint variables are ~q. Referring to the

Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) method, the aim of the

SAM design is formally expressed by the following

equivalence:

FT
ðSAMÞ
E ð~qÞ ¼F T

ðHÞ
E ðq; SÞ; ð11Þ

where T represents a generic homogeneous transfor-

mation matrix.

This equation has to consider possible deviations

from the reference model to comply with the

misalignment issue; otherwise, equality cannot be

held. In the following, the additional joints, which

represent deviations from the reference model, will be

addressed as deviations or misaligning joints, and their

variables will be indicated with the d symbol. The

closure of the complete kinematic chain is expressed

as:

FT
ðSAMÞ
E ¼F T0ðS; dÞ0TEðq; dÞ

¼F T
ðHÞ
E ¼F T~0ð ~SÞ

~0T ~Eð~qÞ
~ETEð ~SÞ;

ð12Þ

where FTOðS; dÞ defines the position of the human

chain initial frame, OTEðq; dÞ defines the position of

the human chain final frame, FT ~Oð ~SÞ defines the

position of the robot chain initial frame,
~OT ~Eð~qÞ

defines the position of the robot chain final frame and

determines the robot posture,
~ETEðSÞ expresses the

connection between the exoskeleton and the human

distal link.

The proposed exoskeleton is thus a 6-DOF serial

mechanism with its first end-effector on the back, in

the lumbar area, and the second one placed on the side

of the knee, roughly on the ICR of the natural joint.

Considering Eqs. (11) and (12), the following

homogeneous transformation matrix can be defined:

Hðq; ~q; S; ~S; dÞ ¼F T
ðSAMÞ
E ð~q; ~SÞ �F T

ðHÞ
E ðq; S; dÞ

ð13Þ

In case H can be approximated to a null matrix, for any

d in a range of acceptability (this acceptability range

for misalignment will be defined further on), then the

proposed SAM can be considered valid because the

two chains, that one of the body and the one of the

SAM, actually built a closed-loop.

5.3 Exoskeleton dynamic model

The exoskeleton dynamic model has been imple-

mented to assess if the joint alignment condition is

Fig. 7 The modeling of the hip joint: a 3-DOF ball-socket joint

as the contact between the head of the femur and the lunate

surface of the acetabulum, and 3-DOF prismatic joints (d1, d2

and d3) simulating the ICR position uncertainties

Fig. 8 The kinematic scheme of the proposed mechanism
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verified once coupled with the human model previ-

ously developed. Deviations have been set and used to

change the position of the hip joint center arbitrarily.

During this dynamic simulation, the hip joint is

modeled as a 3-DOF gimbal joint that receives the

trend of three angles (ab-adduction, intra-extra rota-

tion, and flex-extension rotation) that together define

its motion. The joint’s reference system is set to have

the three motions as angle variations about the three

reference axes. Knee and ankle joints are instead

modeled as 1-DOF revolute joints. The combined

variation of all these DOFs creates a complex motion

that the SAM mechanism has to follow as well as

possible.

5.4 Self-alignment assessment

Firstly, the coupled multibody model has been used to

study the trend of the passive joint stroke as a function

of the misalignment. The misalignment is primarily

due to the hip ICR position uncertainty, as well as

possible deviations to the interface. Such uncertainty

has been treated as a three-dimensional error about the

position. The nominal position of the hip ICR is

defined as the center of an ellipsoidal range of

uncertainty, while the deviations (d1, d2, and d3) have

been considered the three different semiaxes. Accord-

ing to the literature [21–25], 80 mm has been chosen as

the radius value for the misalignment.

By exploiting the multibody model, an articualte

input motion has highlighted that the estimated length

of the femur changes during the motion. Obviously,

this is not possible and is entirely due to uncertainties

about the position of the ICRs during the motion.

However, this apparent variation in femur length must

be compensated by the exoskeleton. A passive pris-

matic joint (the blue cylinder on the side of the thigh

visible in Fig. 7) has been specially added to adapt the

length of the link connecting the (exoskeletal) hip and

knee joints accordingly. Once again, having consid-

ered a rigid connection between the exoskeleton and

the human body has been necessary to determine the

passive prismatic joint’s maximum stroke. Figure 7

also shows another prismatic joint, which has been

added to the shank link as a standard regulation to

align the ankle joints.

6 Assistance to the worker

The proposed exoskeleton aim is to assist the worker

during his construction site duties, mainly focusing on

the shotcrete projection and the weight-handling.

However, it is crucial, not only for the effective use

of the device but also for the safety, that wearer shall

not be hindered during any other movement necessary

for his duties, i.e., gait and step-over4. Another

essential requirement was the possibility to wear the

exoskeleton, if possible, throughout the shift.

Therefore, a clear design choice has been made

develop something that could be used not only to

perform the primary task safely, but that could also be

worn for a prolonged time: reduce the number of

assisted joints and the amount of required assistance

(to limit the weight and bulk of the device) in favor of

improvement in body posture. Therefore, it has been

decided to exploit the same body stance to reduce the

loads on the lower limb joints.

Before proceeding with the detailed explanation of

this procedure, the fulfillment of the requirement of

not obstructing the walk and step-over will be

presented. The lower-limb joints’ angles during a gait

have been derived By exploiting the same MoCap

system introduced in Subsect. 4.1: their trends over

time are reported in Fig. 9. For what concerns the step-

over, the process has been different: the legislation

states, in fact, that the tread for a step can vary between

230 and 300 mm, while the riser goes from 160 to 200

mm. Therefore, 200 mm has been chosen as the

reference value for the step riser in the simulation

(Fig. 10).

The comparison between the results visible in Fig. 9

and in Fig. 10 shows, for each joint, the ROM

boundaries for the exoskeleton assistance. In particu-

lar, the knee articulation shall be left free, or

unassisted, until almost 65�, as this is needed for the

worker to walk without impairments; on the contrary,

when the knee joint angle reaches higher values, the

assistive system should instead operate, assisting what

is likely to be a lifting squat. The assistance limit for

the hip joint is instead 60�, meaning that if the hip joint

is assisted for smaller angles, the same assistance will

interfere with the motion of lifting a leg to climb a

4 Step-over represents the action of bypassing any obstacles: as

a generic and representative obstacle a standard-sized step has

been chosen
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step. The ankle should not be assisted in an angular

range of �20�.

6.1 Improved body posture

The results of the dynamic shotcrete projection

analysis are reported in Fig. 6. These data show that

— net of the pulse due to the frequency of worker

movement — the hip and ankle joints oppose a

negative torque to the forces coming from the hose,

while the knee opposes a positive torque. This means

that the worker naturally tries to squat forward to

counteract the hose force, which, on the contrary,

unbalances him backward. From this observation, it

has been simulated what would happen if a worker

performs the shotcrete projection from a half squat

forward position — compliant with the assisted ROM

previously identified — instead of the standard semi-

erected body posture. The results of this analysis are

reported in Fig. 11, where the simulated joint torques

from the semi-erect position are compared with the

new one.

By looking at such a comparison, a significant

improvement, due to the improved body posture, in the

hip and ankle joint conditions — with the average load

reduced respectively to about 65% and 15% of the
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Fig. 11 In a–c, respectively, the comparison between the torque

of the ankle, knee, and hip joint during a simulated shotcrete

projection in two different body postures
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semi-erected posture — is evident. In contrast, a

marked deterioration in the required efforts at the knee

joint is visible — with the average load increased by

about 20%. The data agree with what practical

experience suggests: in fact, the lent forward body

helps with its weight on the hip and ankle to counteract

the forces from the hose while inevitably loads the

knee even more. Moreover, the knee joint appears to

be by far more stressed than the others (even in a semi-

erected position), and it is believed that the half squat

forward position is not commonly used because it

furtherly stresses an already heavily loaded joint.

However, the authors consider that the workers

could use this posture to lower their efforts if the

exoskeleton could properly assist the knee. While the

ankle is almost completely unloaded, the hip joint

remains partially loaded. Since the hip — and

therefore the lumbar area — is one of the areas most

affected by occupational diseases in construction

industry workers, the exoskeleton has been developed

to provide passive assistance to this joint as well.

6.2 Knee assistance

Figure 11 show that the knee is the most loaded joint

during the shotcrete projection. Besides, it is well-

known to be the most burdened joints, also during

weight-lifting motions. Since both movements need

similar assistance — in fact, the knee needs to be

supported by a positive couple in both cases5 — the

best aid system turned out to be a mechanism, similar

to a spring, that could assist the wearer proportionally

to the required effort, but which could also be locked

in position if necessary. The spring could help the

worker during the squat; however, if it could also be

blocked, it would allow the workers to lean against it

and maintain the position without much effort even

during the shotcrete projection. The effects of such a

system — capable of exerting a force up to 650 N

between the exoskeleton links for the thigh and shank

(as shown in Fig. 12) — have been simulated using the

multibody model and are reported in Fig. 13.

The use of such an assistance system has shown to

lower the torque required to the knee joint by about 60

Nm when projecting shotcrete; the same system has

proved to reduce the knee joint effort by more than 50

Nm when a 10 kg weight has to be lifted.

Fig. 12 The dynamic model of the passive knee assist

mechanism is reported here in blue. Please note that the

configuration of this device is not unique, but rather can be

changed according to the level of assistance required
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Fig. 13 In a, the comparison between the knee joint torque

during a 10 kg-weight-lifting when assisted by the exoskeleton

or not: ankle and hip joint are reported just as a reminder; in b,

the comparison of the knee joint torque during a shotcrete

projection in the 3 different case-studies

5 In simple terms, the knee needs a couple that aims to stretch

the limb, mainly counteracting the gravitational force.
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6.3 Hip assistance

As for the hip, it has been thought to add a physical

block — namely, a part of the exoskeleton character-

ized by a very high stiffness — integral with the thigh

link to allow the worker to lean against it during the

shotcrete projection, lowering the active burden on the

hip joint. The load exerted on the hip during the

shotcrete projection is indeed a pulsating torque,

which, as reported in Fig. 11, pushes the worker

backward (negative-sign torque) and never change its

direction. Aiming at avoiding possible movement

impairments while performing other activities, the hip

angle value which triggers the mechanical stop shall

be set to the maximum one identified by the posture of

the worker during the projection: which has been

determined to be roughly 75� with respect to the

horizontal plane. This is why the mechanical stop has

been placed right above the hip joint on the back of the

worker: to encourage him to lean on it, releasing the

lumbar muscles from the burden, and directly coun-

terpoising its own body mass to the shotcrete effect.

Moreover, such a mechanical stop on the hip could

also force the worker to assume a correct posture when

crouching to lift a heavy object, not allowing to bend

the back too much.

7 Conclusions

This research’s main objective was to design an

assistive exoskeleton for construction workers, fol-

lowing the specific requirements imposed by an

applicant company. Two crucial tasks have been

identified as the most burdening for the workers:

shotcrete projection and weight-lifting squat. The

same system has to be designed to be used during both

of them. Other essential characteristics that have been

requested were high wearability and transparency

while performing other secondary activities, mainly

walking and stepping over an obstacle.

A model-based approach has been fully endorsed to

reach this goal. The first step has been the assessment

of the scenario the exoskeleton wearer should work

within. On the one hand, an on-site measurement

campaign has been carried out to evaluate real

working conditions. On the other hand, fluid-dynamic

calculations (based on these measurements) have been

performed, and a dynamic model of the worker’s body

has been implemented (and validated by MoCap

analysis) to estimate the loads that affect the worker.

The model has been thus fed with the interaction

forces exchanged between the worker and the external

environment. Once the effects of the working condi-

tions had been defined, the exoskeleton design has

been tackled.

The misalignment issue has been accurately stud-

ied, and a possible solution for a self-aligning

mechanism has been proposed and developed. Once

defined the overall exoskeleton architecture, the

device’s dynamic model has also been implemented

and coupled with the worker’s body one. The resulting

model has been useful to learn about loads on the

worker’s joints during shotcrete projection and

weight-lifting squat. Moreover, thanks to the proposed

model, it has been possible to evaluate the chance to

assist the wearer without impairing his other duties

(transparency).

The number of actively assisted joints has been

reduced to maximize wearability and reduce weight

and bulkiness. The use of an improved body posture

has proven to be a valid solution to achieve satisfac-

tory assistance levels, minimizing the system’s com-

plexity. Besides, it is worth saying that the exoskeleton

does not force the worker to the new posture. Instead,

its primary aim is to encourage the adoption of a more

pronounced leaning-forward stance only for comfort

reasons. Promising results have been obtained through

the dynamic simulation of shotcrete projection and

weight-lifting squat activities: the worker’s effort —

in terms of torque at the anatomical joints — to

perform both tasks has been significantly reduced by

combining the effects of posture with the direct

assistance of the exoskeleton.

Finally, all design parameters have been identified

to match all the functional requirements that were the

objectives of this work. A design concept of the lower

limb passive exoskeleton has been defined. The

solution presented here is undoubted designed to

perform a particular task. However, applications to

other types of work are not to be excluded with

appropriate modifications: e.g., assisting workers

during the hand-performed cleaning of the streets

with the use of pressure washers or while using the

jackhammer.

This paper not only aims to show the effectiveness

of the design strategy adopted by the authors but also

to inspire future research activities towards the
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introduction into the industry of high-tech tools that

are both flexible and reliable.

The natural prosecution of this research activity

will be the embodiment of the presented concept in an

actual prototype. Although at this point of the study, it

is still challenging to have a clear idea of all the

possible limitations of the device, certainly among

them is the fact that the assistance level is closely

related to the posture used by the worker, moreover it

possible that the exoskeleton use among workers could

be hardly accepted. A preliminary estimate of the

system’s weight identifies it as around 6 kg, symmet-

rically distributed on the legs. Besides, special

fastenings are planned for work shoes to unload part

of the weight and the loads on the ground through

them. Nevertheless, it is assumed that its use during

the entire shift is not entirely painless, mainly because

of the additional weight that the worker has to bear.

For all these reasons, the device will real-case tested to

identify the actual assistance level and evaluate how it

influences the metabolic consumption during the

workday.
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